
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 
Owen 

 
Jane Watling 
 

A truly special bear, Owen is worked in double knitting yarn and is based on a traditional teddy bear. He is 

knitted entirely in the round and has jointed arms and legs. The method used for jointing is simple but 

effective and with a little patience he will soon be completed to be loved and adored. 
 
Full written instructions including pictures are provided for making and assembling the bear. 
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Measurements:  
 
Standing:  34cm / 13.5 inches  

Sitting:   25.5cm / 10 inches 

 

Yarn:                
 
New Lanark DK: (120m/132yds approx per 50g ball) 

2 x 50g balls 
   
Small amounts of contrasting coloured yarn to embroider features 

 

Needles:  
 
 3mm    A set of 5 double pointed needles (18cm/7 inch) plus spares for holding stitches. 

 

Tension:  
 
26 stitches and 37 rows to 10cm using 3mm needles  

The tension is not critical. The knitted fabric produced should be dense to securely hold the stuffing.  

 

Extras:  
 
Stitch markers:  or contrasting yarn to mark rounds and stitches. 

Stuffing:  Wool fibre 125g or alternatively polyester stuffing, 

Buttons for joints: 4 x 25-30mm.  

Strong thread:  Such as linen thread or thick buttonhole twist. 

Blunt needle:  Finishing ends. 

Tapestry needle: Embroidering features. 

Long Needle:  Preferable for joining limbs to body. 

Long Pins:  4 required - for aligning the limbs 

Bamboo chopstick: Useful for stuffing and shaping small areas, particularly the muzzle and feet. 

 

Abbreviations:  
  
st(s): stitch(es) 

k: knit 

p: purl 

rs: right side 

ws:  wrong side  

foll: following 

LH: left hand 

RH: right hand 

kfb: knit into the front and back of the next st. 

k2tog: knit the next 2 stitches together. (right 

slanting decrease) 

slip(n): slip (number) stitch(es) purlwise 

ssk: slip the next two stitches separately knit-

wise then knit these two sts together 

through the back of the loops. (left slanting 

decrease). 

m1b: make 1 back. Lift the thread between the 

stitches by inserting left needle front to 

back, and knit into the back of it. (left 

slanting increase) 

m1f: make 1 front. Lift the thread between the 

stitches by inserting left needle back to 

front, and knit into the front of it. (right 

slanting increase). 

m1P: As for ‘m1f’ but PURL into the front.
 
 

 

Pattern Notes:  
 
Each section of the bear is knitted in the round.  

First the body is knitted to the neck and stuffed. The head is started and joined to the body at the neck. 

Short rows are used to form the muzzle and shape the top of the head.  Stitches are grafted (or cast off and 

invisibly seamed) to close the head. The ears are formed by picking up stitches from the head. 
 
The legs and arms are knitted separately allowing them to be jointed. Short rows are used to shape the 

arms. The limbs are attached to the body using buttons. The buttons are placed invisibly inside the arms and 

legs. The limbs are then joined through the body using strong thread. Finally the features are embroidered 

using spare yarn.  
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Getting Started: 
 
Cast on Method: 

A circular cast on is used in this pattern as this is the easiest way to start sections where the cast on edge 

needs to be pulled together.  

Alternatively, a straight cast on method can be used: After casting on join for working in the round threading 

the tail end neatly through the cast on edge and pull the stitches together to close, thread the tail end 

through the stitches a second time before securing.  

 

Body: 
 
Start at the bottom: 
 
Using a circular method cast on 8sts.  
 
Distribute 2sts on each of 4 needles and place round 

marker. 

In the order they are worked the first 2 needles, 1 & 

2, are the back of the body and the last 2 needles, 3 

& 4, are the front of the body. Round marker is at 

RIGHT SIDE of body. 
 
Round 1&2: knit (2 rounds).  

Round 3: (k1, m1b) around. (16sts) 

Round 4-6: repeat Rounds 1-3. (32sts) 

Rounds 7 & 8: knit (2 rounds). 

Round 9: (k5, m1f, k2, m1f, k2 m1b, k2, m1b, k5) 

twice. (40sts) 

Round 10: knit. 

Round 11: k7, m1f, k2, m1f, k2, m1b, k2, m1b, k16, 

m1f, k2, m1b, k9. (46sts) 

Round 12: knit. 

Round 13: (k1, m1b k10, m1f, k1) twice, (k1, m1b, 

k9, m1f, k1) twice. (54sts) 

Round 14: knit. 

Round 15: k40, m1f, k2, m1b, k12. (56sts) 

Rounds 16-18: knit (3 rounds). 

Round 19: (k1, m1b, k12, m1f, k1) 4 times. (64sts) 

Rounds 20-22: knit (3 rounds). 

 

Round 23: k1, m1b, k30, m1f, k1 (k1, m1b, k14, m1f, 

k1) twice. (70sts) 

Rounds 24-27: knit (4 rounds). 

Round 28: k1, m1b, k14, k2tog, ssk, k14, m1f, k2, 

m1b, k34, m1f, k1. (72sts) 

Rounds 29-38: knit (10 rounds). 

Round 39: (ssk, k13, k2tog) twice ssk, k34, k2tog. 

(66sts) 

Rounds 40-44: knit (5 rounds). 

Round 45: k46, k2tog, ssk, k16. (64sts) 

Rounds 46-50: knit (5 rounds). 

Round 51: k45, k2tog, ssk, k15. (62sts) 

Round 52: knit. 

Round 53: ssk, k26, k2tog, ssk, k28, k2tog. (58sts) 

Rounds 54-56: knit (3 rounds). 

Round 57: k41, k2tog, ssk, k13. (56sts) 

Rounds 58-63: knit (6 rounds). 
 
Pull together the cast on edge and secure, passing 

end through to wrong side. Begin to stuff and shape 

body, continue to add small quantities of stuffing 

every few rounds. 
 
Round 64: (ssk, k24, k2tog) twice. (52sts) 

Round 65: knit. 

Round 66: (ssk, k22, k2tog) twice. (48sts) 

Round 67: knit. 

Round 68: (ssk, k20, k2tog) twice. (44sts) 

Round 69: knit. 

Round 70: (ssk, k18, k2tog) twice. (40sts) 

Round 71: knit. 

Round 72: (ssk, k16, k2tog) twice. (36sts) 
 
Leave these 36sts on the needles or transfer to 

spare needles. These 36sts will be joined to the head 

section.  Break yarn leaving and end of about 15-

20cm (6-8ins). 
 

DO NOT REMOVE THE ROUND MARKER. This marker 

is used to correctly orientate the head.  

 

Head: 
 
Using a circular method cast on 6sts. 
 
Distribute 2sts on each of 3 needles and place round 

marker. 
 
Round 1: knit.  

Round 2: (k1, m1b) around.  (12sts) 

Round 3 - 4: repeat Rounds 1 & 2.  (24sts) 

Round 5: knit. 

Round 6: (k2, m1b) around.  (36sts)  

Rounds 7 & 8: knit. 

Redistribute stitches over 4 needles – 9sts each. 

Pull together the cast on edge and secure. 
 
Join head to body. 

Firstly ensure the body has sufficient stuffing before 

joining with the head, particularly around the 

shoulders and neck.   
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Place head section into the gap at the neck of body 

aligning the round marker from the body with the 

round marker from the head. Now align the needles.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Round 9: knit together 1 stitch from the head with 1 

stitch from the body all the way around.  (36sts – 

9sts each on 4 needles)  
 
Resite round marker:  

k5 stitches onto Needle 4 (14sts on needle 4, 4sts on 

needle 1). Remove the round marker and replace to 

this position. 
 
Redistribute Stitches: 

Round 10: knit and redistribute stitches:  k8 (needle 

1), k12 (needle 2), k4 (needle 3), k12 (needle 4). 
 
In the order they are worked: Needle 1 is back of the 

head; Needle 2 is left side of head; Needle 3 is the 

muzzle; Needle 4 is right side of head.  
 
If the round marker for the body was lost or removed 

check the head is correctly orientated to the body 

before continuing. 
 
For ease of work the following instructions are 

written with the stitches for each needle in 

parenthesis: 

(needle 1) (needle 2) (needle 3) (needle 4). 
 
Round 11: (k1, m1b, k6, m1f, k1) (k1, m1b, k11) (k1, 

m1f, k2, m1b, k1) (k11, m1f, k1).   (42sts)  
Round 12: knit.  
Round 13: (k1, m1b, k8, m1f, k1) (k1, m1b, k12) (k2, 

m1f, k2, m1b, k2) (k12, m1f, k1).   (48sts)  
Round 14: knit.  
Round 15: (k1, m1b, k10, m1f, k1) (k1, m1b, k13) 

(k3, m1f, k2, m1b, k3) (k13, m1f, k1).   (54sts)  
Round 16: knit.  
Round 17: (k14) (k1, m1b, k14) (k4, m1f, k2, m1b, 

k4) (k14, m1f, k1).   (58sts)  
Round 18: (k14) (k16) (k5, m1f, k2, m1b, k5) (k16). 

(60sts)  

Round 19: (k1, m1b, k12, m1f, k1) (k1, m1b, k15) 

(k6, m1f, k2, m1b, k6) (k15, m1f, k1).   (66sts)  
Round 20: (k16) (k17) (k7, m1f, k2, m1b, k7) (k17). 

(68sts)  
Round 21: (k16) (k1, m1b, k16) (k18) (k16, m1f, k1). 

(70sts) 
 
Increase for nose (needle 3):  
Round 22: (k16) (k18) (k9, m1f, k9) (k18).  71sts  
Round 23: (k1, m1b, k14, m1f, k1) (k1, m1b, k17) 

(k19) (k17, m1f, k1).   (75sts)  
Round 24: (k18) (k19) (k9, kfb, k9) (k19).   76sts  
Round 25: knit.  
Round 26: (k18) (k19) (k9, m1b, k2, m1f, k9) (k19). 

78sts - 22sts needle 3 

Round 27: knit. 
 
Form muzzle:  
Round 28: (k18) (k19)   
Now work short rows back and forth on Needle 3 to 

form muzzle as follows:  
Short Row 1: k6, ssk, k6, k2tog, TURN, 

           slip 1, p6, slip 2, TURN,    

           (20sts in total needle 3) 

Short Row 2: (yarn is at back) ssk, k6, k2tog, TURN   

           slip 1, p6, slip 2, TURN,   (18sts) 

Short Rows 3-5: repeat Short Row 2, 3 more times 

  (12sts) 

Short Row 6: (yarn is at back) ssk, k1, m1b, k4, m1f, 

             k1, k2tog, TURN 

           slip 1, p8, slip 2, TURN,   (12sts) 
 
Complete Round 28: yarn to front and over needle 

(creates ‘yarn over’) ssk, slip the ‘yarn over’ and 

stitch just worked onto needle 2, continue on needle 

3: k8, slip the last 2sts onto needle 4: then (k2tog, 

k19).   (66sts) 
 
Stitches are now distributed as follows:  18sts 

(needle 1), 19sts+yo +1st (needle 2), 8sts (needle 3), 

20sts (needle 4). 
 
Shape Forehead (purl sts are for ear positions)  
Round 29: (k18) (ssk, k16, ssk next st with yo, k1) 

(k1, m1b, k6, m1f, k1) (k18, k2tog).   (66sts)  
Round 30: (k18) (k8, p1, k10) (k10) (k10, p1, k8)  
Round 31: (k18) (ssk, k5 p1, k9, ssk) (k1, m1b, k8, 

m1f, k1) (k2tog, k9, p1, k5, k2tog).   (64sts)  
Round 32: (k18) (k5, p1, k11) (k12) (k11, p1, k5)  
Round 33: (k18) (ssk, k2, p1, k10, ssk) (k1, m1b, k10, 

m1f, k1) (k2tog, k10, p1, k2, k2tog).   (62sts)  
Round 34: knit.  
Round 35: (k18) (ssk, p1, k10, ssk) (k1, m1b, k12, 

m1f, k1) (k2tog, k10, p1, k2tog).   (60sts)  
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Round 36: (p1, k16, p1) (p1, k12) (k16) (k12, p1). 

 

Round 37: (k1, p1, k14, p1, k1) (ssk, k9, ssk) (k1, 

m1b, k14, m1f, k1) (k2tog, k9, k2tog).   (58sts)  
Round 38: (k18) (ssk, k7, ssk) (k18) (k2tog, k7, 

k2tog).   (54sts)  
Round 39: (k2, p1, k12, p1, k2) (ssk, k5, ssk) (k18) 

(k2tog, k5, k2tog).   (50sts)  
Round 40: (k3, p1, k10, p1, k3) (ssk, k3, ssk) (k18) 

(k2tog, k3, k2tog).   (46sts) 
 
Start stuffing the head and shaping the muzzle, keep 

the level of stuffing to about half way up the head. 
 
Shape Top of Head 

Work short rows (needles 2, 3 & 4) as follows: 

Short Row 1: (k18) (k3, ssk) (k18) (k2tog TURN, 

                         slip 1, p18, slip 2, TURN.  (44sts) 

Short Row 2: ssk, k18, k2tog TURN, 

           slip 1, p18, slip 2, TURN. (42sts) 

Short Row 3: repeat Short Row 2 once more.  (40sts 

– 18sts back of head, 22sts front of head) 
 
Leave a tail end long enough to graft the remaining 

stitches together before breaking yarn.  

Finish stuffing and shaping the head. 

Before grafting move the two end stitches from the 

needle holding front of head stitches to the needle 

holding back of head stitches. (20sts back and front) 
 
Now graft (Kitchener stitch) the remaining stitches 

together, checking the head has enough stuffing 

again before closing the last few stitches. 
 
Alternatively, cast the stitches off and leave a long 

end before breaking yarn. Fold the cast off edge 

under and sew together invisibly using Kitchener 

stitch. 

 

 

Ears: 
 
Orientate the bear so that the BACK of the bear’s 

head is facing.  
 
Start on the right, sliding the needle under the purl 

stitches, pick up and knit 5 stitches from side face 

(needle 1), 5 stitches from top of head (needle 2). 
 
Now TURN the bear around and pick up 10 more 

stitches immediately in front of (towards the 

bear’s face) the first 10sts (needle 3). 20sts 
 
Round 1: knit.  
Round 2: [k2 (m1f, k2, m1b k2) twice] twice.  (28sts)  
Rounds 3-5: knit (3 rounds).  

Round 6: k5, k2tog, ssk, k10, ssk, k2tog, k5.  (24sts)  
Round 7: (k2tog, k8, ssk) twice.   (20sts)  
Round 8: knit  
Round 9: k2tog, k1, k2tog, ssk, k1, ssk, k2tog, k1, 

ssk, k2tog, k1, ssk.   (12sts)  
Round 10: k6, k2tog, k2, ssk.   (10sts)  
Round 11: k2tog, k2, ssk, k2tog, ssk.  (6sts) 
 
Break yarn, thread the end through the remaining 

stitches and pull closed. Secure then bury end 

through ear into body. 
 
Work the second ear in the same manner.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Pick up and knit 5 stitches from side face (needle 1), 

5 stitches from top of head (needle 2). 

 

Pick up 10 more stitches immediately in front 

(towards the bear’s face) of the first 10 stitches 

(needle 3).  
Note: This pick up may be easier to work using a 

separate needle for each 5sts then transfer the 10 

stitches to one needle. 
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Button Covers:  
 
For 30mm buttons (If the buttons are smaller, 

reduce the number of stitches and rows worked)  
Cast on 12sts. 

Work 17 rows in stocking stitch. 

Cast off. Leave a long tail before breaking yarn. 

Thread the tail around the edges of work, pull up 

slightly and insert button flat side down, pull up 

work around button and secure end. 
   
Cover all four buttons in the same way. 

Legs: (both alike) 
 
The sole is knitted in rows first then stitches are 

picked up around the edges to complete the leg. 
 
Start with the sole: 

Cast on 4sts. Work in garter st in rows as follows: 
 
Row 1: knit  
Row 2: kfb, knit to last st, kfb. (6sts)  
Row 3: Repeat Row 2. (8sts)  
Rows 4-15: knit (12 rows).  
Row 16: k2tog, knit to last 2sts, ssk. (6sts)  
Row 17: Repeat Row 16. (4sts) 
 
Do not cast off. 
 
Pick up stiches from around the edge of the sole 

onto 4 needles as follows: 

Pick up and knit 1 stitch from each garter ridge - pick 

up 4sts (8sts now on needle 1); needle 2: 4sts from 

garter ridges and 2sts from cast on edge (6sts needle 

2); needle 3: 2sts from cast on edge and 4sts from 

garter ridges on second side edge (6sts needle 3); 

needle 4: 4sts from remaining garter ridges then k2 

from needle 1. (24sts - 6sts each on 4 needles) 
 
Commence Leg: 

Now work in rounds 

Round 1: (k2, kfb, k5, kfb, k3) twice. (28sts)  
Round 2: knit.  
Round 3: (k1, m1b, k12, m1f, k1) twice. (32sts)  
Rounds 4-6: knit (3 rounds).  
Round 7: k14, k2tog, ssk, k14. (30sts)  
Round 8: knit. 

Round 9: k13, k2tog, ssk, k13. (28sts)  
Round 10: knit.  
Round 11: k12, k2tog, ssk, k12. (26sts)  
Round 12: ssk, k9, k2tog, ssk,k9, k2tog. (22sts)  
Round 13: k9, k2tog, ssk, k9. (20sts) 
 
Redistribute stitches:  5sts each needle. Round 

marker remains in same position.  
Rounds 14-16: knit (3 rounds).  
Round 17: (k1, m1b, k8, m1f, k1) twice. (24sts)  
Rounds 18-25: knit (8 rounds). 

Start stuffing and shaping the foot keeping the level 

of stuffing a few rows below the needles. 
 

Round 26: (k1, m1b, k10, m1f, k1) twice. (28sts)  
Rounds 27-34: knit (8 rounds).  
Round 35: (k1, m1b, k12, m1f, k1) twice. (32sts)  
Rounds 36-43: knit (8 rounds). 
 
Continue to add stuffing to the leg keeping the level 

of stuffing a few rows below the needles. 
 
Round 44: (ssk, k12, k2tog) twice. (28sts)  
Round 45: knit. 

Round 46: (ssk, k10, k2tog) twice. (24sts)  
Round 47: knit.  
Round 48: (ssk, k8, k2tog) twice. (20sts) 
 
Invisible joints:  

Insert button into the leg. The flat covered side of 

the button should be against the side of the leg.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Position the button so that the holes are roughly 

aligned with first decrease row (Row 44) and the 

button is centred on the side leg. For smaller buttons 

the position will be slightly higher.  

Secure the button temporarily wth a short length of 

thread or yarn. 
 
For the second leg ensure the button is secured 

against the OPPOSITE side to first leg. 
 
Round 49: (ssk, k6, k2tog) twice. (16sts)  
Round 50: (ssk, k4, k2tog) twice. (12sts)  
Round 51: (ssk, ssk, k2tog) twice. (6sts) 
 
Break yarn and finish stuffing and shaping the leg 

adding a small amount of stuffing around the top  

half of the button. 
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Securing the Button:  

Using strong thread and starting and finishing from 

the inside, by going through the gap at the top of 

the leg, sew the button to the side of the leg where 

the temporary thread has been placed. 
 
The stitches need to be visible on the outside with 

enough space to pass a needle underneath the 

threads.  
 
For the second leg make sure the stitching is level 

with the first leg. 
 
To finish: securely knot the strong thread, leave long 

ends and tuck these into the leg. 
 

Check the level of stuffing once again then thread 

the yarn end through the remaining 6 stitches and 

pull closed. Thread the yarn through stitches again 

and secure. Bury the end into the leg. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right Arm: 
 
Using a circular method cast on 8sts. 

Work in rounds dividing stitches over 3 needles: 

2sts, 4sts, 2sts; and place round marker.  
 
Round 1: knit.  
Round 2: (k1, m1f, k2, m1b, k1) twice. (12sts)  
Round 3: knit.  
Round 4: k2, m1f, k2, m1P, p4, m1P, k2, m1b, k2. 

(16sts)  
Round 5: knit.  
Round 6: k3, m1f, k2, m1P, p6, m1P, k2, m1b, k3. 

(20sts)  
Round 7: knit.  
Round 8: k6, p8, k6  
Round 9: knit.  
Rounds 10-13: repeat Rounds 8 & 9 twice more  
Round 14: k4, m1f, k2, m1b, k1, p6, k1, m1f, k2, 

m1b, k4. (24sts) 

Round 15: knit. 
 
Short Row Sequence 

The short row sequence shapes the arm by working 

back and forth in rows. 
 
Note: A ‘yarn over needle’ (yo) is worked at each 

turn which is later knitted together with the adjacent 

stitch to avoid gaps between the stitches forming. 

Therefore work the ‘yo’ with a tight tension to 

minimise any gaps developing.  
 
Short Row 1: k14, TURN 

           yo, p16, TURN 

Short Row 2: yo, k2 

           (now at round marker) (24sts + 2yo’s) 
 
Next Round (16): knit 14, k2tog (yo with foll st), k6, 

ssk -next st with foll yo, k2. (24sts)  

Short Row 3: k10, TURN, 

           yo, p8, TURN. 

Short Row 4: yo, k8, k2tog (yo with foll st), k13 (now 

at round marker). (24sts+1yo)  
Short Row 5: k1, ssk (yo with foll st), k12, TURN 

           yo, p16, TURN 

Short Row 6: yo, k2 

                      (now at round marker) (24sts + 2yo’s). 
 
Next Round (17): repeat ‘Round (16)’. 

End of Short Row Sequence 
 
Continue working in rounds: 

Rounds 18-27: knit (12 rounds). 
 
Pull together cast on edge and secure, passing the 

end through to wrong side. Begin to stuff and shape 

the arm, keep the level of stuffing a few rounds 

below the needles. 
 
Round 28: (k5, m1f, k2, m1b, k5) twice. (28sts)  
Rounds 29-40: knit (12 rounds).  
Round 41: (k5, k2tog, ssk, k5) twice. (24sts)  
Round 42: knit.  
Round 43: (k4, k2tog, ssk, k4) twice. (20sts)  
Round 44: knit.  
 
Invisible joints:  

Insert a button into the arm with the flat covered 

side against the inside of the arm (same side as 

garter stitch paw).   

Position the button so that holes are aligned with 

the first decrease row (Row 41) and the button is 

centred on the side arm. For smaller buttons the 

position will be slightly higher.  

Secure the button temporarily wth a short length of 

thread or yarn. 
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Round 45: (k3, k2tog, ssk, k3) twice. (16sts)  
Round 46: (k2, k2tog, ssk, k2) twice. (12sts)  
Round 47: slip 1st, k2tog, ssk, ssk, k2tog, ssk, now 

ssk last st and slipped st together. (6sts) 
 

Finish stuffing and shaping the arm adding a small 

amout of stuffing around the top of the button.  
 
Follow the instructions for the leg to secure the 

button and close the arm. 
 
Left Arm: 
 
Follow the instructions for right arm to completion 

of Round 15 (24sts). 
 
Next Round: k12, remove round marker and place 

at this position. 
 
Work the Short Row Sequence through to End of 

Short Row Sequence as given for right arm.  
 
Next Round: k12, remove round marker and replace 

here, the original position. 

Now knit 11 rounds. 
 
Pull together cast on edge and secure, passing the 

end through to wrong side. Begin to stuff and shape 

the arm, keep the level of stuffing a few rounds 

below the needles. 
 
Continue following instructions for right arm, 

commencing at Round 28 to completion. 

Finishing: 
 
Attaching the Arms  
To establish the exact position on the body where the arms are joined use long pins pushing them through 

the arms by going through the buttonholes then into the body. The position on the body should be around 

the first few rows of the shoulder decreases. This position establishes where the needle will enter and exit 

the body, ideally there should be a few rows between the exit and entry points.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Once the points have been marked on the bear (use stitch markers or coloured thread), lay the bear face 

down and separate the arms from the body laying them alongside. 
 
Using a long needle threaded with strong thread start at the centre back (see note): Go through the body 

and out at one side. Take the needle under the threads on the arm then back through the body and out at 

the other side. Now take the needle under the threads on this arm go back through the body and out at the 

first side again.  Pull the threads in closer leaving enough space to manipulate the needle for one more pass.  
 
Go under the threads on the first arm once more then through the body to the other side and under the 

threads on that arm again. Finally, go back through the body and out at the centre back.  

Tighten the thread until the arms are securely held. Before knotting make absolutely sure the two threads 

are lying together and that none of the stitches have been spliced. Pull and knot the ends securely several 

times. Cut the thread leaving long ends and bury these into the body. 

 

Note: To be sure the threads do not splice any 

of the stitches gently enlarge one of the stitches 

at the centre back with a knitting needle and 

use this gap to start and end the threads. 
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Attaching the Legs  
Again use long pins to establish the positions to attach the legs to the body using the increase stitch lines at 

the sides as a guide. Placing the bear into a sitting position will also help align the legs correctly. Now attach 

the legs following the instructions for attaching the arms. 
 
Embroidering the Features  
Thread a tapestry needle with a length of contrasting coloured yarn

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Secure any remaining threads and bury the ends into the bear. 

 

  

Position the eyes just above the muzzle and 

embroider using vertical satin stitches.  

 

For the nose fill in the trianglular area using 

vertical satin stitch or long and short stitch.  

 

 


